CHRISTMAS GIFTS!

The gift you supposedly get when you’ve been bad all year
These can be cheap or expensive, huggable or hand-powered
For those who like to read, __ are welcomed gifts
It’s not just for giving out at Easter or Halloween
You may just send Christmas __ to those who aren’t getting presents
Computer __ have surpassed the board variety in popularity
If you’re going to buy a __ or other pet, be sure you’re ready for it
Just don’t get Dad another __ tie
__ and other dolls are popular girls’ gifts
A nice gift __ can show appreciation with a professional touch
Going __ to find a gift is becoming more popular every year
Grandparents love to receive __ of the kids
Active people like to receive __ equipment as gifts
Some employers have been known to give a __ or ham to employees
Music, __, iTunes and other entertainment are popular
Not the most exciting gift, especially when it’s socks or underwear
Moms like to get __ that sparkles and shines
Word and physical __ are fun for young and old to solve
__ animals are loved by young children and some adults too
Might as well give a __; they’ll need one in the new year
A __ of money to a charity in someone’s name can be a nice gift
A __ subscription can make a nice gift for friends and relatives
A __ or cruise can be taken or given during the holidays
What Dad really wants: a __ __ TV
If you’ve got the money, __ is a good time for a new car
__ are easy to buy in different denominations but are impersonal
Small, personal __ devices are great for entertainment
A __ is the best gift if you’re going to pop the question
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